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Few people noticed, but in 2013, the North Carolina 
General Assembly enacted a major reform: a sunset provi-
sion with periodic review for state rules.1 It’s a reform with 
proven effectiveness against red tape.

The reform created a systematic approach to dealing 
with a growing heap of state rules. By 2013, the total stock 
of state rules had grown to over 22,500.2 Some applied to 
state government, but the rest affected private individuals 
and businesses in countless ways.

Without review, old rules can clutter up the regula-
tory “toolshed.” Rules can be — or become — unclear, 
unnecessary, outdated, obsolete, unduly burdensome, 
ineffective, and inefficient. Agencies might not even re-
member why they adopted them in the first place.3

As rules pile up, they can become real obstacles to eco-
nomic growth.

There are many ways states try to deal with this prob-
lem, but most attempts have mixed results, at best. What 
makes a sunset provision with periodic review such a con-
sequential reform is that it has proven effectiveness. 

A 2012 study from the Mercatus Center at George 
Mason University found that most rules review processes 
used by the states yielded inconsistent, little, or no evi-
dence of actual reduction in regulatory burdens. A sunset 
provision with periodic review, however, had “robustly 
statistically significant” evidence of the reform working. 
Not only that, its results were positive — and “economi-
cally significant.”4

Red tape is costly, and it just gets worse

The simple fact of the matter is this: red tape is bad for 
the economy. Here are the main takeaways from recent 
studies on government regulation:

• Regulations harm economic growth — a 
consistent finding across the great bulk of 
economic studies of the issue.5

• In 2014, federal regulation cost American 
consumers and businesses $1.88 trillion 
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from lost economic productivity and higher 
prices.6

• Accumulating federal regulations slowed 
U.S. economic growth by 2 percent a year 
on average.7

• More lightly regulated industries grow much 
faster and produce at much greater rates 
than more regulated industries.8

• In 2012, if federal regulation remained at the 
same level it was in 1980, the U.S. economy 
would have been $4 trillion bigger (about 
25 percent bigger). That amounts to about 
$13,000 per person lost.9

• In 2015, state regulations cost North 
Carolina’s economy as much as $25.5 
billion.10 

What do those annual loss figures mean? This: eco-
nomic productivity has ongoing, compounding positive 
effects. Preventing economic productivity prevents those 
positive effects from coming about, meaning it has ongo-
ing, compounding losses. 

Those losses are not evident. They represent the 

In 2015, state 
regulations cost 
North Carolina’s 
economy as much 
as $25.5 billion.
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absence of positive effects of the economic productivity that 
is being prevented.

All those things are why cutting red tape and keep-
ing regulatory burdens light and up-to-date are important 
for economic growth — personal income growth, too. A 
sunset with periodic review makes agencies drag old rules 
out of the toolshed, dust them off, and determine if they’re 
actually needed.

How sunset with periodic review works 
in North Carolina

Under the reform of 2013, state rules are slated for 
automatic repeal (sunset) in 10 years without review (pe-
riodic review). After review, state rules fall in one of three 
categories:

• “Unnecessary.” A rule the agency no longer 
finds necessary. It gets repealed. 

• “Necessary with substantive public interest.” 
A rule the agency considers necessary and 
has attracted public comment within the 
past two years. It must be readopted as if it is 
a new rule. 

• “Necessary without substantive public 
interest.” A rule the agency considers 
necessary and hasn’t attracted public 
comment. It is automatically re-upped.  

North Carolina agencies have been in the process of 
reviewing rules since this reform passed. While the pro-
cess is not yet half complete, its results so far have been 
encouraging.

Already North Carolina is seeing its stock of rules 
streamline. Its regulatory burden is lightening. About one-
eighth of the rules reviewed so far are being removed. 
Another one-fourth of rules have to undergo further 
scrutiny through the rule adoption process, meaning it’s 
possible more are repealed. 

Still, most (61.9 percent) of the rules reviewed so far 
have been retained. As a result, the chairman of the state 
Rules Review Commission has urged legislators to make 
the process stricter to ensure scrutiny of each rule – either 
the rule is repealed or sent back through the rulemaking 
process as if newly proposed. Carolina Journal reported:

“When 61 percent of the rules that are going through 
this process are staying in the code with no change, 
they’re not getting the full exposure to public comment 
or careful examination,” [state Rules Review 
Commission chairman Garth] Dunklin said. That 
“bothers us from a policy standpoint.”

In early December, Dunklin appeared before the 
Joint Legislative Administrative Procedure Oversight 
Committee and recommended the General Assembly 
revise the law to eliminate the option allowing agencies 
to simply maintain rules without review.

Eliminating the “middle bucket” would bring the law 
closer to its original objective, “simply that every bill 
in the code would expire on certain dates, and have 
to be readopted,” similar to a process other states use, 
Dunklin said.

“The concept there was to make agencies pick up and 
look at their rules, and examine their continuing 
usefulness and efficacy, expose them to the process 
of public comment that is a part of our rulemaking 
process,” Dunklin said. Outdated rules could be 
stricken from the code, and the remaining rules could 
be improved with renewed scrutiny.11

A bill progressing in the General Assembly as of this 
writing would take Dunklin’s approach. It would remove 

Results So Far of Sunset with 
Periodic Review in North Carolina

26.1%
Subject to 

Readoption61.9%
Unchanged

Source: Dan Way, “Rules review head wants more regulations scrapped,” 
Carolina Journal, January 4, 2017

5,550 Rules
2,337 Rules

12.0%
Removed
1,077 Rules

Of the 8,964 rules reviewed as of December 2016:
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the “with” or “without necessary public interest” classifica-
tion of rules deemed “necessary.” As part of periodic review, 
any rule considered “necessary” would go back through the 
scrutiny of the rules adoption process as if new.12

Conclusion and recommendations

The 2013 reform that created a sunset provision with 
periodic review of state rules is already streamlining the 
state’s stock of rules. North Carolina’s regulatory burden 
is lightening, a welcome sign for economic growth and job 
creation.

Still, as Rules Review Commission chairman Dunk-
lin pointed out, the reform could be stronger. The answer 
would be to have all “necessary” rules go back 
through the rules adoption process as if new. That 
would allow more thorough scrutiny of agency rules.

A sunset provision with periodic review prevents old 
rules from cluttering up the state regulatory toolshed and 
helps keep state rules up-to-date. Reform-minded lawmak-
ers can now consider other regulatory reforms. The 
goal would be to produce good, common-sense rules only 
as needed and without unnecessarily hamstringing the 
economy. They include:

• Red-tape reduction initiative — working with 
state agencies to identify the full scope 
of regulatory requirements and reduce 
them to an agreed-upon goal (in British 
Columbia’s exemplary reform, that goal 
was reduction by one-third in three 
years; in fact they achieved a 37 percent 
reduction)13

• One in, two (or more) out — also known as 
regulatory budgeting or regulatory reciprocity, 
it is a stepwise reduction in red tape by 
creating an opportunity cost at the agency 
level for crafting new rules: for each 

new one, the agency must retire a select 
number of old ones14

• Default mens rea — restoring the common-
law protection against penalties for 
breaking a rule or law unwittingly and 
without intending to15

• Small business flexibility analysis — over two-
thirds of states and the federal government 
have this ability to adjust regulatory 
burdens (such as compliance and reporting 
requirements) as they apply to small 
businesses, since regulations’ impact on them 
are disproportionately greater than on big 
businesses16

• REINS principles — any proposed rule that 
would impose a significant cost on the 
state’s economy must receive an affirming 
vote in the legislature, the lawmaking body 
accountable to the public, in order for it to 
continue in the rulemaking process17

• Stated objectives and outcome measures — 
a rule under review should be judged 
according to its foundational purpose, not 
whether it created an unintended benefit 
for a particular group who then has a 
lobbying interest in retaining it18

• Strong cost/benefit analysis — including a 
rejection requirement if a proposed rule 
would impose more costs than benefits 
(properly defined); a decision to establish 
a law whose costs exceed its benefits 
should belong to the publicly accountable 
legislature, not a state agency19

• Full consideration of alternatives to regulation —  
not only weighing the projected impacts 
of alternate rules, but also including in the 
comparison the projected impact of not  
adding a rule20

Already North Carolina is seeing its stock 
of rules streamline. Its regulatory burden 
is lightening. About one-eighth of the 
rules reviewed so far are being removed. 
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